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l. Introduction 
In a ;previous paper (1957) the author proved a general theorem which 
may be formulated as follows for the multivariate continuous case: 
Theorem l. Let f(x1, x2, ... , Xk) be a given multivariate continuous 
probability density function defined for at<.Xt<.bt(i= 1, 2, ... , k) and 
assume that 
b, b, bk . Lk CX!Xj (1) M(cx1, cx2, ... , cxk) = f f ... f f(xi, x2, .:., Xk) e · 1 dx1 dx2 ... dxk, 
a1 a2 a.t 
its moment generating function exists for an cx1, cx2, .•• , cxk-region including 
cx1 = cx2 = ... = CXk = 0, then a necessary and sufficient condition that the 
regression function of ;r:1 on ;r:2, ;r:a, ... , ;r:k is given by 
(2) 
where Q and R are polynomials, is 
(3) -R-,-, ... ,-M = Q-. ,-, ... ,-M . [ 0 .( 0 0 0 ) J [ ( 0 0 0 )• . J 
OCXI OCX2 OCXg OCXk x,~o OCX2 OCXg . OCXk o<,~o 
In the differential operators R and Q in (3), 
~ =o :;;-, for t = 2, 3, ... , k, and ( o )r or . 
vex; vcx;r 
means that after all the differentiations on M are completed, the sub-
stitution cx1 = 0 is performed. A similar condition holds for the regression 
function of any ;r:i on the remaining variables. 
In the paper referred to above it was shown how the condition (3), 
which holds also for discrete probability functions, gives straight forward 
derivations of the regression functions of various multivariate discrete 
probability functions. It is the purpose of the present paper to apply 
the above theorem 1 to derive the regression properties of the multivariate 
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continuous probability functions including the well-known multivariate 
normal and Wishart distributions and then to write down a system of 
multivariate functions similar to,Pearson's types, first with linear regression 
(theorem 2) and then with rational regression functions (theorem 3): 
2. Multivariate Continuous Functions with Linear Regression Functions 
Before considering some illustrative examples of continuous probability 
functions, it is necessary to write down a few obvious deductions from 
the defi:ri.ition of a moment generating function (m.g.f.), (l) in theorem l: 
(i) If f(xl, x2, ... , Xk) vanishes at the boundaries of f!:t, then by inte-
gration by parts w.r.t. f!:i follows immediately that, 
(4) IXtM is the m.g.f. of -.,.0 j(X1,X2, ... ,Xk) 
uXt 
and by differentiation, assuming convergence of the resulting integral, 
(5) .,.?I M is the m.g.f. of Xt·f(ah, x2, .:., Xk), 
UCXj 
i=l,2, ... ,k. 
(ii) Under the conditions in (i) when also the derivatives off vanish 
at the boundaries, it clearly follows after repeated integration by parts 
w.r.t. the x/8 and repeated differentiation w.r.t. the 1Xt'8 that, 
(6) ) 
--
0
-!-f-8-1 -,-.··IX'' IX'' ... IX'k M is the m.g.f. of 
ocxt• ()ex;• ... ()cx~e 1 2 k 
"'k rt o~~ rt 
( 1)""1 x•· """• x•k · f 
- 1 "'2 • · • k .,. .• r1 ..,._,., .,. r ' 
"""i ""'2 .. , uXkk 
and when for the relevant values of the 4,'• the derivatives of xi• x~ ... x;k f 
also vanish at the boundaries then, 
(7) 
!Trr ()!frt 
( - 1) 1 1 (x"• x•• x•k f) 
'1l:q• ()x~· .. . ox{l 1 2 • " k • 
(a) The multivariate normal probability function: 
Remembering that the ~ultivariate. normal probability function 
f = f(x~, X2, ... , xk) = 0 exp {- !(aux12 + 2a12X1X2 + ... + akkXk2)}, 
where 0 is a constant and the function inside the brackets is a positive 
definite quadratic form, it follows on differentiation with respect to 
x1 that 
(8) 
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and by (4) and (5) taking the m.g.f. as in (1): 
Thus 
k 
and the regression equation of J:l on ;!:2, ;!:3, ... , J:k is an~1 =- _2 a11XJ· 
2 
The regression equation of J:t on the other k- 1 variables follows 
similarly as aii~t = - _2 aiJXJ. 
i*i 
(b) The Multivariate Beta type function: 
As mentioned by Pearson (1923) the following multivariate function 
was studied by Filon in 1901. 
where K is a constant and 
Xt :> 0, i = 1, 2, ... , k, 
while 
k X k 
_2 ...!. ~ 1, a1 > 0, Pi > - 1 and n- k - _2 Pi > - 1. 
1 a, 1 
Clearly on differentiation w.r.t. x1 , 
(9) k ~ k k } x1(1- _2 ~)~I= P1(1- _2 ~)- (n-k- _2 Pi)~ f, 
1 a, ox1 1 GJ 1 a1 
so that by (6) and (7), 
Thus, 
[(n- k- f Pi+ 2) ,!-M] = a1 [(Pl + 1 )M- (p1 + 1) ± _!_ ,!-M] 
i-2 <.I(X1 "'=0 i=2 Gj U!Xj <>,=0 
giving 
Similar equations follow for the regression of ;!:i on the remaining variables. 
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(c) A general type for multivariate functions with linear 
regression: 
The equations (8) and (9) above are only two examples of the general 
class of probability functions in more variables which is obtained from 
the following logical generalization of the differential equation of the 
well-known Pearson system i.e. 
(10) 
where 
i = 1, 2, ... , k and bm = buJ· 
The coefficients ars and brst in (10) must be such that the ordinary 
conditions for the solution of simultaneous partial differential equations viz. 
are fulfilled, and such that I is a probability function. 
The following theorem will now be proved : 
Theorem 2. Let the probability function I==" I (x1, x2, ••• , Xk) be a 
solution of the system of differential equations (10) and such that I 
v:anishes at the boundaries of Xi then the regression function of ;!:i on 
the other variables will be linear and is then given by 
( aii + 2biii )S:t = - ( aw + buo) - ! (ail+ 2buJ )XJ. 
i7i 
This theorem is easily proved by rewriting (10) for i = 1 as: 
( 11) 
so that by using (6) and (7) it follows that, 
Thus, 
[(au+ 2bm) 0~1 M 1,-o = [- (a10+ bno)M -i~ (a11+ 2bnJ) 0: 1 M l,-o, 
which gives: 
(12) 
k 
(au+ 2bm)S:l = - (a10 + bno) - ! (a11 + 2bnJ)XJ. 
i-2 
Similarly the regression equation of a:t on the other variables is given by: 
(13) (aii + 2but)Xt = - (aw + buo) - ! (atJ + 2buJ)XJ. 
i*i 
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The differential equations (10) give, therefore, a generalized Pearson 
system of probability functions having linear regression equations. Clearly, 
for constant values of x2, ••. , Xk the differential equation for X1 defines a 
univeriable Pearson system. Besides the functions considered in (a) and 
(b) above, many more functions satisfying (10) may be constructed. 
One further example is the multivariate function, 
(14) 
where the sum is a positive definite quadratic form, ati = aJi, K a constant 
and -oo.;;;:x,.;;;:oo, i= 1, 2, ... , k. This is a generalization of a bivariate 
function described by PEARSON snd NARUMI (1923). 
Since it follows from (14) that, 
where f(x1, x2, ••• , Xk) vanishes at the boundaries of Xt, the regression 
equation of a;i on the other variables is given by 
or 
(att - au) ~i = - 2 (uti - a#) XJ ' 
n i*i n 
au~i = 2 aiJXJ, 
i*i 
which is the same regression equation as for the multivariate normal 
probability function. 
3. Multivariate Continuous Functions with non-linear Regression Functions 
(a) Consider as a first example of a multivariate function with non-
linear regression equations the following well-known joint probability 
function of the sample correlation coefficients r11 for the case where the k 
variables in the normal parent distribution are independent: (CRAMER 
1946, pp. 411) 
(15) 
where 
1 , r12, ... , rlk 
IRI= r12, 1, ... , r2k 
0 is a constant, -1<rii< +1, for all i<j, j=2, ... , k and n>k+2. 
Clearly, rtJ = + 1 will result in two identical rows in R and for r11 = - 1 
the elements of row "i" and row "j" will differ only by a factor -1. 
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Thus, j(r12, r1a,; .;., rk-l,k) vanishes at the boundaries of all the rii· 
From (15) follows, 
(16) ~ IRI-1= (n-k-2) JR12!/, ~r12 
where JR12! is the cofactor of r12 in JRJ. Thus using CXiJ as the variables 
in the m.g.f. (i<j) · 
it follows that: 
~ ~ () ~ ~ ~ 
1 '~1X12' ~1Xla' ••• , ~1Xlk (cx12M)=(n-k-2) ~1X12' ~1X2a' ••• , ~1X2k M, 
~ 1 ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~1X12 ' ' ~1X23 ' ••• ' ~1X2k ~1X13 ' ' ••• ' ~1X3k 
' 
' ... , , ' ... , I ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ 1 --,--,--, ... , ~1Xik ' ~1X8k ' ... , ~£X 11c () 1X2k ~<Xak 
so that, using the notation of theorem 1 and now putting cx12 = 0 after 
completing the differentiations, 
~2 1 ~ ~ 
() 0 ~ ~ (cx12M) 
- <l£Xi2 ' ~<X34 ' • • • ' ~<XSk -2- ' ~1X23 , ••• ' ~<X2k ~IX12 
~ 1 
() ~ 1 ~ 
<l<Xa4 ' ' ••• , ~1X4k ~<X1a ' 
' 
' ... , . 
' 
' ... , 
~ () 1 ~ 
() 
1 ~1X3k ' ~<X4k ' ... , ~<Xlk ' ~1X3k ' ... , CX12=0 
(n-k-2) ~ 1 ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ \M ~1Xl2 ' ~.Xa4' • • ·' ~<Xak + ' ~1X23 ' ••• ' ~1X2.1: 
() 
1 ~ ~ 1 ~ ~<X34 ' ' ••• ' ~<X4k ~1X13 ' ' • • •' ~<XSk 
. ' ' ... , . ' ' ... , 
~ ~ 
~1X3i; ' ~<X4k ' ••• ' 
~ ~ 
~<XU; ' ~1X3k ' ••• ' 1 1 CX12=0 
or, after simplification, 
~ 1 ~ ~ M 0 ~ ~ M 
- ~1Xl2 ' ~1X34 ' • • • ' ~<Xak ' ~1X23 ' ••• ' <l1X2k 
~ 1 ~ ~ 1 ~ ~<X34 ' ' ••• ' ~<X4k ~1Xl3 ' ' ... , ~1X8.1: 
' 
' ... , 
' 
' ... , 
~ ~ 1 ~ ~ 1 ~1Xaii ' ~1X4k ' ... , CX12= 0 ~<Xlk ' ~1X31c ' ... , CX12= 0 
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Thus, the regression function of r12 w.r.t. the other variables is given as, 
0 , r2a, ... , r2k 
r1a, 1 , ... , rak 
. ' ... , . 
(17) ... rlk, rak, ... , 1 r12 = - -;...--------if--
1 , ra4, ... , rak 
ra4, 1 , ... , r4k 
. ' . ' ... , 
which may be written by obvious notations as 
... IR12Iru~o r12 =- '-=:-'-'-'~ IR12,121 
where JR12Jr.,~o shows that r12 is taken as zero m JR12J and JR12,12j is 
the cofactor of r12 in JR12l· 
The regression equations for the other variables follow similarly. For 
this particular example the regression function follows, of course, much 
quicker by straight forward integration 1) but the above derivation is 
given as an example of the application of theorem 1 to non-linear 
regression. 
(b) General system of continuous function with rational 
regression 
It is clear that in general the degree of the polynomials JRJ and JR12J in 
(16) will be higher than the second, but the variable r12 appears in JR12J 
only up to the first degree and in JRJ only to the second degree. This 
leads to the consideration of the system of multivariate functions 
f(xl, x2, ... , xk) which satisfies the k-partial differential equations: 
{Qto(X1, ... , Xi-1, Xi+1, ... , Xk) +xiQn(X1, ... , Xt-b Xi+I, ... , Xk) 
(18) +Xt2Qt2(X1, ... , Xt-1, Xi+I, ... , Xk} ,~ f uXt 
= {Pw(XI, ... , Xt-1, Xi+1, ... , Xk) +xiPn(XI, ... , Xt-l, Xt+l, ... , Xk)}f, 
(i= 1, 2, ... , k) 
where PtJ and QiJ are polynomials. 
Theorem 3. Let the continuous probability function f f(xl, x2, ... , xk) 
be a solution of the equations (18) and let f vanish at the boundaries of XI, 
1 
f r12JRJ<n-k-2)/2 dr12 
... -1 
r12 = ---":1-------
f JRJ<n-k-2)/2 dr12 
-1 
1 
f IR12JIRJ<n-k- 2lf2 dr12 
-1 IR12Ir .. ~o 
1 -lR12,121 f jR12, 1211RJ<n-k-2)/2 dr12 
-1 
where the integral above the line vanishes since IRI vanishes for r12 = ± l. 
IR12,12! is the cofactor of r12 in IR12I· 
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and let the m.g.f., defined as in (1), exist for an <XI, ex, ••• , <Xk-region 
including <XI= cx2 = ... = <Xk = 0, then the regression function of ;!:t on the 
other variables will be given by: 
( 19) ~ Qu(Xt, ... , Xt-1, Xi+ I, ••• , X1c) + Pw(XI. •.• , Xi-1, Xi+ I. ... , Xk) 
i =- 2Q12(X1, ... , Xi-1, Xi+I. ••• , X1c) +Pn(X1, ... , Xt-1, X; +I, ... , Xk) • 
To prove this theorem the notation can again be simplified by choosing 
i=l. From (6) and (7) follows now (for i=1) that: 
- ~Ql0(~!2 • ••• , ~!J+~~ Qu(~!2 • ••• , o!J+~!:2 QI2(0!2 , ••• , ~!J~ (cxiM) 
= ~P10(0!2 , ••• , ~!J+~!1 Pu(~!2 , ••• , ~!J~ M. 
Thus, 
so that, 
~ Qu(X2, ... , Xk) +P10(X2, ... , Xk) 
I= - 2Q12(X2, ... , Xk) +Pu(X2, ... , Xk)' 
and similarly for ~t-
It can directly be seen that if (18) contains higher powers of Xt than 
those indicated, than the condition (3) cannot be fulfilled as the 2nd or 
higher derivatives w.r.t. ext will not vanish with <Xt. It is also clear that 
(18) includes only those functions for which the distribution of Xt for 
given values of x~, X2, .•• , Xt-I, Xi+ I. ... , Xk will be of Pearson type for 
univariable functions. 
The result of theorem 3 can be applied to many multivariate functions. 
All the examples of regression functions already considered in this paper 
are special cases of the regression function (19). 
As a further example the regression equations for the variables in the 
Wishart distribution will now be considered. Following the notation of 
STEYN (1951) the joint frequency function, originally given by WISHART, 
of the -!k(k+ 1) second order moments VtJ for a sample of size n from a 
normal parent population in k-variables may be written as: 
(2Q) ·.~ f(vu, VI2, ... , Vkk) = 
( = 0 J VJt(n-k- 2l exp {- -!(n- 1) (au vu + 2ai2V12 + ... + alckVkk)}, 
where 
and 
V = [vt;] = [vu, VI2, ... , Vlk] is a moment matrix, 
V12, V22, .. ·, V2k 
. ' . ' ... , . 
Vlk, V2k, • • ·, Vkk 
O<Vu<oo, -oo<Vt;<oo for i#j. 
21 Series A 
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It is easily seen that the function tends to zero when Vt; tends to 
+ oo or - oo. For vu = 0, it follows that va = 0 for l = 1, 2, ... , k, so that 
I VI vanishes. 
From (20) follows that 
(21) 0 2JVI =----I= {(n- k- 2) JVn/- (n -1) an JVI} I, 
uvu 
since 
0 
ovn JVI =I Vn/' 
and that 
(22) 0 lVI =----I= {(n-k-2) JV12I- (n-1) a12IVI} I, 
uV12 
s1nce 
0 
-., - JVI = 2 JV12I, and /Vt; J is the cofactor of VtJ in IV I, 
uV12 
Rewriting (21) as: 
0 
2{ vnl Vnl +I Vlvn=o} ovn I= {- (n- 1) au Vnl Vnl + 
+ (n- k- 2) I Vnl- (n-1) an JVIvn=o} I, 
where I Vlv;;=o means that in I VI the element VtJ of row "i" and column 
"j" is zero, the regression function of Vn w.r.t. the other moments follow 
by (19) as: 
... 2[Vnl+(n-k-2)[Vnl-(n-1)au1VIvn=O n-k JVIvn=O Vn=- = ---
- (n-1) auiVnl au(n-1) JVnl 
and similarly, 
,. n-k JVIvu=O 
vu= ----
aH(n-1) [Viii · 
Next, considering equation (22) it is clearly seen that for a12 =1= 0 the 
coefficient of I on the r.h.s. will contain v122 in I VI, so that the result of 
theorem 3 can then not be applied. When a12 = 0, i.e. the variables ;F1 
and ;F2 in the normal parent population are independent, then 
where 
giving 
{ vi2l V12,12 l + 2v12 1 V12 lv.,=o +terms not containing v12} 0~12 1 
= { (n- k- 2) V12 JV12.12I - (n- k- 2) JV12Iv.,=o} I 
I Vt;, 1cl/ is the cofactor of v1cz in I Vt;l, 
v12 =- .l£:12 lv.,=o which may be compared with (17). I Vl2,121 ' 
3ll 
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